
These wagon hooks are representative of the
period after 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon Midland Railway wagon hooks
and those of the Cambrian Wagon Company.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they should
be laminated from two layers as shown below. 

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the “Gedge 
Hook” slot. If required please cut the metal away. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS.
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These wagon hooks are representative of the
period after 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon Midland Railway wagon hooks
and those of the Cambrian Wagon Company.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they should 
be laminated from two layers as shown below. 

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the “Gedge 
Hook” slot. If required please cut the metal away. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS.

Coupling Hooks Set One
(RCH)  CH1_7

These wagon hooks are representative of the
early BR period, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they should
be laminated from two layers as shown below. 

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the “Gedge 
Hook” slot. If required please cut the metal away. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to l ink hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS.

AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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These wagon hooks are representative of the
early BR period, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces Instanter link etchings.

These wagon hooks are representative of the
early BR period, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the 
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces Instanter link etchings.

These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the 
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces Instanter link etchings.

Coupling Hooks Set Two
(BR-1)  CH2_7
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Coupling Hooks Set Two
(BR-1)  CH2_7

These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces Instanter link etchings.

AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the
“Gedge Hook” slot. If required please cut the
metal away.

It is possible to l ink hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

Coupling Hooks Set Three
 Pre Group/POW   CH3_7
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Coupling Hooks Set Three
 Pre Group/POW   CH3_7

Coupling Hooks Set Three
 Pre Group/POW   CH3_7

AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they should 
be laminated from two layers as shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the
“Gedge Hook” slot. If required please cut the
metal away.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the
“Gedge Hook” slot. If required please cut the
metal away.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

These wagon hooks are representative of the
period before 1923, though they were actually
modelled upon hooks drawn from wagons in the
Tavender book on Coal Trader Wagons.

To obtain some depth to the coupling they should 
be laminated from two layers as shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these coupling
hooks, but for those who wish to do so a hole is
provided in the hook shank.

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape. We do not believe in providing the
“Gedge Hook” slot. If required please cut the
metal away.

It is possible to link hooks together with a rod
through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.
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Coupling Hooks Set Four
 BR-UIC screw   CH4_7

AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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Vee Hangers
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Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
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Vee Hangers
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Brake Lever guides
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AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks

These wagon hooks are representations of the
British Railways standard hook and the UIC
hook. Please note UIC hooks are only used with 
buffers that project 24.5" from headstocks and
screw couplings, though a special type of
Instanter coupling is permitted if the drawbar
faceplate is extended to 164mm depth. 
Similarly the standard hook would not be used
with longer than 22" buffers without extension
from the buffer beam

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to do so
a hole is provided in the hook shank

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape.It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces screw link etchings.

Coupling Hooks Set Four
 BR-UIC screw   CH4_7

Coupling Hooks Set Four
 BR-UIC screw   CH4_7

Coupling Hooks Set Four
 BR-UIC screw   CH4_7

These wagon hooks are representations of the
British Railways standard hook and the UIC
hook. Please note UIC hooks are only used with 
buffers that project 24.5" from headstocks and
screw couplings, though a special type of
Instanter coupling is permitted if the drawbar
faceplate is extended to 164mm depth.
 Similarly the standard hook would not be used
with longer than 22" buffers without extension
from the buffer beam

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to do so
a hole is provided in the hook shank

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape.It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces screw link etchings

These wagon hooks are representations of the
British Railways standard hook and the UIC
hook. Please note UIC hooks are only used with 
buffers that project 24.5" from headstocks and
screw couplings, though a special type of
Instanter coupling is permitted if the drawbar
faceplate is extended to 164mm depth.
 Similarly the standard hook would not be used
with longer than 22" buffers without extension
from the buffer beam

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to do so
a hole is provided in the hook shank

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape.It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces screw link etchings.

These wagon hooks are representations of the
British Railways standard hook and the UIC
hook. Please note UIC hooks are only used with 
buffers that project 24.5" from headstocks and
screw couplings, though a special type of
Instanter coupling is permitted if the drawbar
faceplate is extended to 164mm depth.
 Similarly the standard hook would not be used
with longer than 22" buffers without extension
from the buffer beam

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as shown
below. We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to do so
a hole is provided in the hook shank

Once joined round off the edges to give a better
shape.It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as produced by
AMBIS  to produce a continuous drawbar.

AMBIS also produces screw link etchings.
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Coupling Hooks Set Five
 Screw Couplings  CH5_7

AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods
Brake Lever guides
Axleguards
Brake Blocks
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Coupling Hooks Set Five
 Screw Couplings  CH5_7
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Coupling Hooks Set Five
 Screw Couplings  CH5_7

These wagon hooks are representative of
the steam railways screw coupling hooks.
A complementary etching for screw
coupling links is available seperately.The
oval hole hooks are used with the inverted
U top link couplings and the circular hole
couplings should be provided with a
shackled coupling

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as
shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to
do so a hole is provided in the hook shank. 

It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as
produced by AMBIS. To provide a
continuous drawbar.

These wagon hooks are representative of
the steam railways screw coupling hooks.
A complementary etching for screw
coupling links is available seperately.The
oval hole hooks are used with the inverted
U top link couplings and the circular hole
couplings should be provided with a
shackled coupling

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as
shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to
do so a hole is provided in the hook shank. 

It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as
produced by AMBIS. To provide a
continuous drawbar.

These wagon hooks are representative of
the steam railways screw coupling hooks.
A complementary etching for screw
coupling links is available seperately.The
oval hole hooks are used with the inverted
U top link couplings and the circular hole
couplings should be provided with a
shackled coupling

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as
shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to
do so a hole is provided in the hook shank. 

It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as
produced by AMBIS. To provide a
continuous drawbar.

These wagon hooks are representative of
the steam railways screw coupling hooks.
A complementary etching for screw
coupling links is available seperately.The
oval hole hooks are used with the inverted
U top link couplings and the circular hole
couplings should be provided with a
shackled coupling

To obtain some depth to the coupling they
should be laminated from two layers as
shown below. 

We do not believe in springing these
coupling hooks, but for those who wish to
do so a hole is provided in the hook shank. 

It is possible to link hooks together with a
rod through the axleguard units as
produced by AMBIS. To provide a
continuous drawbar.
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